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Defect Profiling of Oxide-Semiconductor Interfaces Using
Low-Energy Muons

Maria Mendes Martins,* Piyush Kumar, Judith Woerle, Xiaojie Ni, Ulrike Grossner,
and Thomas Prokscha

Muon spin rotation with low-energy muons (LE-μSR) is a powerful nuclear
method where electrical and magnetic properties of surface-near regions and
thin films can be studied on a length scale of ≈200 nm. This study shows the
potential of utilizing low-energy muons for a depth-resolved characterization
of oxide-semiconductor interfaces, i.e., for silicon (Si) and silicon carbide
(4H-SiC). The performance of semiconductor devices relies heavily on the
quality of the oxide-semiconductor interface; thus, investigation of defects
present in this region is crucial to improve the technology. Silicon dioxide
(SiO2) deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
and grown by thermal oxidation of the SiO2-semiconductor interface are
compared with respect to interface and defect formation. The nanometer
depth resolution of LE-μSR allows for a clear distinction between the oxide
and semiconductor layers, while also quantifying the extension of structural
changes caused by the oxidation of both Si and SiC. The results demonstrate
that LE-μSR can reveal unprecedented details on the structural and electronic
properties of the thermally oxidized SiO2-semiconductor interface.

1. Introduction

At present, silicon (Si) is still the most commonly used semi-
conductor for most applications. However, high expectations are
raised by silicon carbide (4H-SiC), a wide-bandgap semiconduc-
tor exhibiting a high breakdown voltage and thermal conductiv-
ity, but also high chemical stability.[1] Being a robust and biocom-
patible material that can sustain harsh environments, SiC is also
used in the biomedical field.[2] More recently, SiC proved to be a
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promising platform for quantum tech-
nologies, with implementation, as single
photon emitter, for quantum communi-
cation and sensors.[3,4] With respect to
other semiconductors, an advantage of
Si and SiC is their ability to form na-
tive silicon dioxide (SiO2). Silicon diox-
ide is an excellent insulator with a large
dielectric strength and high tempera-
ture stability. It is also inert to most
chemicals, can act as a diffusion bar-
rier, and since it is easy to grow, etch,
and pattern, it plays a crucial role in
most device manufacturing processes.
For many applications, the growth of
a high-quality oxide-semiconductor in-
terface with low densities of defects is
critical. Over the past decades, contin-
uous efforts have been placed in opti-
mizing oxidation processes for better de-
vice performance and reliability. How-
ever, despite the tremendous progress

in improving the quality of the SiO2/Si and SiO2/SiC interfaces,
the characterization and understanding of oxidation-induced de-
fects - both in the oxide and the semiconductor - remain
challenging.

Electrical properties of oxide-semiconductor interfaces
are commonly obtained using capacitance-voltage (C–V) or
conductance-voltage (G–V) measurements of metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) structures.[5,6] These techniques allow for
a very accurate determination of the energy position of oxide
or interface defects, however, the information obtained on the
defect’s nature or their spatial distribution with respect to the
interface is very limited.

Based on angle-resolved X-ray photoemission spectroscopy,
transmission electron microscopy and electron-energy-loss-
spectroscopy, it is commonly assumed that the majority of de-
fects are located in the narrow transition region between the
semiconductor and the oxide and that there is a direct correla-
tion between the width of this transition region and the perfor-
mance of the MOS devices. However, there is a large spread of
experimental data on the extension of this sub-stoichiometric re-
gion, ranging from several Å to tens of nm,[7–10] and an unam-
biguous interpretation of the structural information is not always
available.

A powerful technique for the investigation of semiconduc-
tor defects is muon spin rotation spectroscopy (μSR),[11,12]

an atomic, molecular, and condensed matter experimental
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technique based on nuclear detection methods. The technique
usually uses a beam of spin-polarized, positively charged muons,
unstable elementary particles with a lifetime of 2.2 μs. The
muons are implanted into the target material, where they act as
a sensitive probe for their local electronic and magnetic environ-
ment before decaying into a positron and two neutrinos. The de-
cay positron is anisotropically emitted, preferentially in the di-
rection of the muon spin at the time of decay, and is detected by
an array of scintillators placed around the sample chamber. The
decay asymmetry A(t) is the signal obtained from the recorded
decay positrons along the different detection directions, and de-
termines the time evolution of the muon spin ensemble polariza-
tion. When the muon is implanted in insulators and semicon-
ductors, it can thermalize as an unbound muon, or it can pick
up one or even two electrons forming different muonium con-
figurations (Mu+, Mu0, and Mu−). Since the Mu states are very
sensitive to interaction with charge carriers and defects, the for-
mation probability of each Mu state is strongly dependent on its
local surroundings.[13–18] In μSR, neutral and charged muonium
states can be identified by the spin precession frequency in an ap-
plied magnetic field: Mu+, like a free muon, will have a spin pre-
cession equal to the muon’s Larmor frequency, while Mu0 has
a faster precession (about 103 times in a low magnetic field in
the order of mT) due to the strong hyperfine coupling between
the muon and the electron. The other charged state, Mu−, is in-
distinguishable from μ+ by spectroscopic methods, because the
hyperfine coupling of the muon with the two electrons with op-
posite spin cancels. The charged Mu+/ − configurations are called
diamagnetic states, to distinguish them from the paramagnetic
Mu0 state.

Low-energy (LE) μSR is a compelling extension to conventional
bulk μSR which allows studying thin samples and multi-layered
structures with a depth-resolution of a few nanometers.[19] Low-
energy muons are obtained by the moderation of typically 4 MeV
muons to almost thermal energies and subsequent acceleration
by an electrostatic field.[20–23] By varying the energy in the range
of 1 to 25 keV, one can control the mean stopping depth of the
muons. Depending on the material, it is possible to probe specific
regions close to the surface and interfaces in a depth-resolved
manner up to a depth of about 200 nm.

Recently, LE-μSR was successfully used to study defects and
band-bending effects near the surface in a variety of semicon-
ductors such as Si, SiC, Ge, CdS, or ZnO.[18,24–27] For exam-
ple, LE-μSR investigations of p-type Ge allow the direct observa-
tion of majority charge-carrier profiles in the near-surface region
which is changed by external illumination with a blue laser (𝜆 =
457 nm).[18] Initially, depletion of holes is observed near the sur-
face due to charged surface states, and as the sample is illumi-
nated, photogenerated electrons occupy empty surface acceptor
states and attract holes into the hole depletion layer. LE-μSR has
also been successfully deployed to obtain the profile of defects
in the near-surface region of SiC, where the suppression of Mu0

formation is attributed to the presence of defects in the crystal.[24]

In particular, the μSR signal shows a distinct behavior for sam-
ples with large densities of either carbon or silicon vacancies.[25]

Here, the interaction of the μ+ with Si vacancies favors the forma-
tion of Mu0, while the C vacancy center prompts an electron dou-
ble capture to form Mu−, resulting in an enhanced diamagnetic
signal.

Table 1. Si n-type samples with donor concentration ND, oxide thickness
tox, and density of interface states Dit. All samples are cut from the same
(100) Si wafer.

Name Crystal Orientation ND (cm−3) Oxidation Process tox (nm) Dit (cm−2 eV−1)

Si-A (100) 5 × 1016 PECVD 105 9 × 1011

Si-B (100) 5 × 1016 thermal 110 2 × 1012

Si-C (100) 5 × 1016 thermal, HF, PECVD 95 –

Table 2. SiC n-type samples with donor concentrationND, oxide thickness
tox, and density of interface states Dit. All samples are cut from the same
4H-SiC wafer with a low-doped epitaxial layer on the Si-face and the highly
doped substrate on the C-face.

Name Crystal Orientation ND (cm−3) Oxidation Process tox (nm) Dit (cm−2 eV−1)

SiC-A (0001)Si 8 × 1015 PECVD 105 1 × 1012

SiC-B (0001)Si 8 × 1015 thermal + PECVD 30 + 70 8 × 1012

SiC-C (0001)C ≈1 × 1019 thermal 85 –

SiC-D (0001)C ≈1 × 1019 thermal, HF, PECVD 95 –

In this study, we take advantage of the superior nanome-
ter depth-resolution of LE-μSR to investigate interfacial systems,
with focus on the muon probe response to either thermally grown
or deposited SiO2 on both Si and 4H-SiC. The chosen set of
samples intends to give insight into the defects formed in the
SiO2/semiconductor systems by oxidation, and how this could
impact devices. Differences in both the oxide and the interface
quality after the two oxidation treatments are observed, where
the LE-μSR data reveal a 10 to 30 nm wide interface region
with enhanced defect density at the thermally grown SiO2/Si
and SiO2/4H-SiC interfaces. At the SiO2/semiconductor inter-
faces, the diamagnetic signal is sensitive to changes in defect
and charge carrier concentrations, which depend on the distinct
oxidation processes and the initial doping concentrations of the
semiconductors. LE-μSR allows for the first time to determine the
range of enhanced defect and modified carrier concentrations at
the interfaces, with a depth resolution of a few nanometers.

2. Results and Discussion

An overview of the investigated samples for this LE-μSR study is
given in Tables 1 and 2. A SiO2 film was formed on all samples,
either by a low-temperature deposition in a plasma–enhanced
chemical vapor depositions (PECVD) chamber or by thermal
growth in O2 ambient. As the focus of this study was the investi-
gation of interface defects and their effect on the LE-μSR signal,
no post-oxidation annealing treatment was performed for any of
the samples. A thickness of the SiO2 layers of about 100 nm has
been chosen for all samples to allow for probing the interface re-
gions with the same implantation energies. The stopping profiles
of the muons are simulated for each sample using the TRIMSP
code,[28,29] and provide the mean stopping depth of the muon
beam for a given implantation energy. The stopping profiles are
calculated based on the density of the two oxides, measured
with X-ray reflectivity, and are presented for three of the sam-
ples in Figure 1. For muon implantation energies <10 keV, the
oxide layer is probed, while energies >16 keV mainly probe the
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Figure 1. Simulated stopping profiles for three of the studied oxide-semiconductor samples obtained with TRIMSP. a) Si-A with a PECVD oxide of
105 nm. b) SiC-B with both a thin thermally grown (30 nm) and a deposited SiO2 (70 nm), on top of 4H-SiC. c) SiC-C with 85 nm thermally grown SiO2
layer on top of 4H-SiC.

semiconductor bulk. Implantation energies between these two
values are used to study the interface and near-interface region.

In μSR, the so-called dia- and paramagnetic decay asymmetries
AD and AMu, are determined by the amplitudes of the muon spin
precession signals in an applied magnetic field transverse to the
initial muon spin direction (transverse-field TF-μSR). The experi-
mental data were recorded at two magnetic fields - 0.5 and 10 mT
- whereby the precession frequency of the paramagnetic signal at
10 mT is too high to be observed with the time resolution of the
instrument (see Experimental Section). The measured asymme-
tries are proportional to the fraction of muons in the particular
state. The respective fractions are calculated as: FD = AD/Atotal,
and FMu = 2 · AMu/Atotal, where Atotal is the maximally observable
decay asymmetry of the μSR spectrometer. The factor of 2 in FMu
accounts for the fact that only 50% of the total Mu0 polarization
is observable in our experiment with an applied magnetic field
of 0.5 mT.[11] If no Mu0 is formed, the diamagnetic fraction FD is
one. Smaller values - normally observed in insulators and semi-
conductors - indicate the formation of Mu0. At low temperatures
and moderate doping of the semiconductor, more than 90% of
the implanted μ+ are expected to form such a paramagnetic state
in Si and 4H-SiC.[25,30] Very often, some fraction of Mu0 states
formed in insulators or semiconductors does not contribute to
the precession signal due to fast muon spin depolarization pro-
cesses, leading to a reduction of AMu and to the observation, that,
in general, FD + FMu ≤ 1 (which is called the missing fraction of
muon spin polarization in μSR).[14] The fraction of muons form-
ing each state is sensitive to its environment and to the presence
of defects. Thus, by measuring FD and FMu as function of depth x,
changes in defect and charge carrier concentration can be deter-
mined with nanometer resolution while crossing the interface.
The depth dependence of FD(x) and FMu(x) was obtained from
the correlation between the implantation energy of the muon and
mean stopping depth illustrated by the stopping profiles, with
the fitting procedure detailed in Section 4. Since the measured
fractions, depend on the physical environment where the muon
stops, the fit model assumes FD and FMu to be constant within
each layer, and changing abruptly at the interface of two layers.
Depending on the sample preparation methods, the muons may
be sensitive to regions with different properties, and the exten-
sions of these regions can be extracted by considering additional
layers in the model. As will be discussed below, for the deposited

SiO2 samples, the fit result is consistent with the measured thick-
ness of the oxide, highlighting the accuracy of the analysis.

2.1. The SiO2/Si Interface

The results of the LE-μSR measurements (FD(E)) at 10 mT for
the SiO2/Si interface are summarized in Figure 2 a–c and corre-
sponding fit results FD(x) are shown in Figure 2d–f. The vertical
dotted lines represent the uncertainty in determining the exact
interface position by profilometer and X-ray reflectivity measure-
ments. Additionally, for Si-A and Si-B, FMu was extracted from the
0.5 mT measurements and is shown in Figure 2g–h.

In SiO2, typically more than 60% of the muons form Mu0, and
almost 30% of the implanted muons decay in the diamagnetic
state.[31–33] In PECVD-grown SiO2 (Figure 2a), the diamagnetic
fraction is about 50%, possibly due to electron trapping in the
low quality oxide, as hinted by the suppression of Mu0 formation
(Figure 2g).[24,27] In the case of the thermally grown oxide shown
in Figure 2b, the diamagnetic fraction for low implantation ener-
gies is significantly lower than for the deposited oxide and compa-
rable to what was previously reported for SiO2 crystal or glass.[32]

Measurements at 0.5 mT show a FMu of 65% (Figure 2h) indi-
cating an undisturbed Mu0 formation process in the SiO2, and a
higher structural order of SiO2.

Another remarkable difference between the oxidation pro-
cesses is the effect of each one has on the interface formed
with the semiconductor. The PECVD-SiO2 can be clearly dis-
tinguished from Si in the LE-μSR signal, as FD quickly drops
to the Si bulk value at the interface of samples Si-A and Si-C
(Figure 2d,f). For sample Si-B with a thermally grown oxide, FD
increases around the SiO2/Si interface, suggesting a defect-rich
region that affects the SiO2 layer (≈20 nm) and the near-interface
region of Si (5 to 10 nm). On the Si side, besides the presence of
defects or structural disorder, the increase of FD could also be ex-
plained by electron accumulation in the interface region.[18] In
SiO2, the existence of a defect-rich region is further supported by
the fast drop of FMu in Figure 2h, where a conversion of Mu0 to
the diamagnetic state occurs at a muon implantation energy of
10 keV, corresponding to a probing depth of ≈20 nm away from
the interface toward the oxide side. Extraction of Dit in Table 1,
reveals fairly large Dit values for the thermally grown oxide
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Figure 2. Analysis of diamagnetic (FD) and paramagnetic (FMu) fractions measured in the Si samples. a–c) FD as function of muon implantation energy
measured at 10 and 260 K with an externally applied magnetic field of 10 mT. d–f) Depth variation of FD obtained by fitting the corresponding muon
implantation energy dependence. The width of the colored lines indicates the standard deviation of the fit parameters. g–h) FD and FMu as function of
muon implantation energy measured at 0.5 mT. The fitted dashed lines describe the variation of the fractions, assuming FD(x) and FMu(x) are abruptly
changing between the different layers of the sample.

(2× 1012 cm−2 eV−1) and the deposited oxide (9× 1011 cm−2 eV−1),
which is expected for oxidation processes without any further an-
nealing treatments.[34,35] However, this also implies that the ob-
served increase of FD around the interface of the thermally grown
oxide (Si-B) can not solely be explained by the presence of dan-
gling bonds at the SiO2/Si interface.[6,7] Instead, one has to con-
sider a combination of factors, including oxide charges and in-
terface traps in the SiO2, and at the interface, point defects and
charge accumulation in the Si as well as strain-induced lattice
distortions across the interface.[36,37]

Although the oxidation-induced strain is expected to quickly
relax away from the interface, stress-related lattice distortion may

contribute to the observed reduction of FMu in Figure 2h. On the
Si side, this strain-induced reduction of FMu cannot be separated
from the fast depolarization of Mu0 in Si due to the presence of
free electrons/dopants with ND = 5 × 1016 cm−3,[14] as the detec-
tion of strain-induced effects on FMu would require a Si sample
with ND < 1013 cm−3 to significantly reduce the depolarization of
Mu0 caused by the presence of charge carriers.

When removing the thermally grown SiO2 from the Si sample
and depositing a PECVD-SiO2 instead (Figure 2c), the defective
region around the interface disappears and a very similar FD as
for sample Si-A is observed. Interestingly, without the thermal
oxide, the FD on the Si side also recovers to the same values as
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for the deposited oxide, suggesting that the Si is not permanently
altered by the thermal oxidation.

At energies ≳16 keV where the Si bulk is probed, all three sam-
ples show similar diamagnetic fractions of ≈10% and ≈27% for
temperatures T= 10 and 260 K, respectively, indicating that the Si
remains unchanged from the oxidation process at these depths.
The larger value of FD at T= 260 K is a result of the thermally acti-
vated ionization of one of the two Mu0 states in Si: Mu0 can either
form at the bond-center between two Si atoms (MuBC), or at the
tetrahedral interstitial site (MuT).[14,30] It is the MuBC state with
a fraction of ≈30% which ionizes at T > 150 K to form the dia-
magnetic Mu+

BC state,[30,38,39] which causes the observed increase
of FD at 260 K.

2.2. The SiO2/4H-SiC Interface

A summary of the processing parameters of the SiC samples is
given in Table 2. Here, we also studied how the doping concen-
tration and crystal orientation of the semiconductor impacts the
FD and FMu formation process across the interface. While the
SiO2/SiC interface was formed on the low-doped (0001) Si-face
for samples SiC-A and SiC-B, measurements on samples SiC-C
and SiC-D were performed on the highly doped (0001) C-face.
As the oxide growth rate at 1050 °C for (0001) 4H-SiC is too low
to achieve the targeted oxide thickness of 100 nm, only a 30 nm
thick oxide was thermally grown on sample SiC-B and a 70 nm-
thick PECVD-SiO2 was deposited on top. The sample SiC-D first
had a thermal oxide, which was removed and a PECVD-SiO2 was
deposited, to investigate any permanent change of the SiC due to
thermal oxidation.

Figures 3 a–c) and 4a show FD(E) measured on the 4H-SiC
samples at an applied magnetic field of 10 mT, with the corre-
sponding fit results for FD(x) in Figures 3d–f) and 4b. The dia-
magnetic and paramagnetic fractions, measured at 0.5 mT, are
presented in Figure 3g–i. Again, the vertical dotted lines repre-
sent the uncertainty in determining the exact interface position
by profilometer and X-ray reflectivity measurements. As before
for the Si samples, the depth-dependence of FD(x) in Figure 3d–e
clearly indicates the SiO2/SiC interface where FD quickly changes
to the typical 4H-SiC bulk value.[24,25]

The PECVD oxide of samples SiC-A, SiC-B, and SiC-D show
a similar behavior as on Si with a strong increase of FD com-
pared to the bulk thermal oxide and a suppression of Mu0 for-
mation across the whole oxide layer. Similar to Si-B, the ther-
mal oxide in the SiC-B and SiC-C samples has a higher struc-
tural order compared to PECVD-SiO2, allowing observation of
the Mu0 precession in the SiO2 layers. This is also supported
by the Dit analysis, revealing a larger density of interface states
(8 × 1012 cm−2 eV−1) for the thermally grown oxide (SiC-B) com-
pared to the Si samples or the deposited SiO2 on SiC-A (1 × 1012

cm−2 eV−1). Thermal oxidation of Si and SiC is very similar, how-
ever, in the case of SiC, it does not only involve the formation of
bonds between Si and O, but also diffusion of C.[40,41] If the car-
bon atoms are not efficiently removed from the interface, they
may form carbon-related defects directly at, or in the vicinity of
the SiO2/SiC interface.[42] Hence, apart from dangling bonds, in-
terfacial carbon clusters, and near-interface oxide traps are ex-
pected to contribute to the interface defect state density.[43] Addi-

tionally, out-diffusion of Si from the SiC bulk and the generation
of silicon vacancies contribute to the increase in defect concen-
trations close to the SiO2/SiC interface.[44,45] The Si out-diffusion
during thermal oxidation leads to a C-rich surface where large
areas of graphene-like monolayers are likely to form.[46] For the
SiC samples discussed here, the Dit analysis revealed a larger in-
terface defect density (Dit = 8 × 1012 cm−2 eV−1) for the thermally
grown oxide of sample SiC-B compared to the Si samples or the
deposited SiO2 on sample SiC-A (Dit = 1 × 1012 cm−2 eV−1). Al-
though Mu0 is visible in the thermal-SiO2 layer of Si-face SiC
(Figure 3h), the FD of 22% inside the SiO2 layer (Figure 3e) is
comparable to the value measured at 10 K in the defective SiO2
region near the interface of Si-B (Figure 2e), thus evidencing the
enhanced defect concentration in the thermally grown SiO2 layer
of SiC-B and oxidation-induced strain.[47]

2.2.1. Impact of Crystal Orientation

The quality of the SiO2/SiC interface also depends on the polarity
of the oxidized SiC face. For the C-face, the thermal oxidation pro-
cess using the same parameters is almost ten times faster than
for the Si-face.[48] Thus, the thermal oxide process results in a
90 nm thermal-SiO2 layer on the C-face in SiC-C. A region with
enhanced FD formation appears near the interface in the SiO2-
layer, as in Si-B and SiC-B. This oxide defective region in SiC-C is
narrower than in SiC-B, and affects only 10 to 15 nm (Figure 3f),
which suggests less induced strain for SiO2 layers grown on the
C-face.[49] However, as compared to Si-B and SiC-B, the higher
value of FD in the interface region of the oxide suggests the pres-
ence of a much higher Dit for SiO2 thermally grown on the C-
face.[50,51] For the C-face samples measured with LE-μSR, it was
not possible to extract Dit due to the high doping density of SiC,
which led to very high leakage current, and the surface potential
of the semiconductor couldn’t be varied with external bias. The
defective region in SiC for the Si-face is 5 nm, much narrower
than for C-face sample, which is 30 nm. These values were ex-
tracted from the 10 K measurements, where freeze-out of charge
carriers occurs. This difference can be attributed to the different
ways of graphitization of the Si- and C-face. At the Si-face, only
monolayers of graphene are expected to form at temperatures be-
low 1250 °C, whereas the C-face graphitizes already at lower tem-
peratures and generates multilayers of graphene.[52,53] Thus, the
30 nm wide region (Figures 3f and 4b) with a sharp rise in FD ob-
served in C-face face samples (SiC-C and SiC-D) is attributed to
the formation of a graphene-like layer in SiC near the interface.

In SiC-D a memory effect is observed at 10 K (Figure 4), where
the thermal oxide was replaced by a deposited oxide. A region
with high FD is still present in C-face SiC even after removing
the thermally grown SiO2, suggesting that the oxidation process
caused a permanent modification of the SiC crystal, e.g., by emis-
sion of oxidation by-products into the SiC crystal. Interestingly,
FD only increases a few nanometers below the SiO2/SiC interface,
suggesting a narrow C-rich layer, as discussed for SiC-C, which
was not removed during HF etching,[54] and is still present be-
low the PECVD oxide. However, this difference cannot be solely
attributed to the impact of crystal orientation on the oxidation
process, as it is indistinguishable from the effect of different dop-
ing concentrations on FD at the surfaces of the semiconductors,
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Figure 3. Analysis of diamagnetic (FD) and paramagnetic (FMu) fractions measured for SiC-A, SiC-B, and SiC-C. a–c) FD as a function of muon implanta-
tion energy measured at 10 and 260 K with an externally applied magnetic field of 10 mT. d–f) Depth variation of FD obtained by fitting the corresponding
muon implantation energy dependence. The width of the colored lines indicates the standard deviation of the fit parameters. g–i) FD and FMu as function
of muon implantation energy measured at 0.5 mT and 260 K. The fitted dashed lines describe the variation of the fractions, assuming FD(x) and FMu(x)
are abruptly changing between the different layers of the sample.

where SiC-B has three orders of magnitude smaller doping con-
centration than SiC-C.

2.2.2. Impact of Charge Carrier Concentration

In SiC-A, FD is nearly temperature-independent (Figure 3a,d) in
the SiC crystal where the Mu0 signal is visible, and the respective
fractions in Figure 3g are comparable to similarly doped epitaxial
SiC reported by Woerle et al.[24,25] Although the doping concen-
tration of SiC-B is the same as of SiC-A, the thermal oxidation

in SiC-B leads to an unexpected increase of FD to ≈20% within
the semiconductor at 0.5 mT (Figure 3h). Defects related to the
carbon vacancy in SiC lead to an increased FD.[24] Here, it is un-
likely that carbon vacancies are responsible for the observations
in Figure 3h, since the oxidation process itself is initiated by a Si
out-diffusion and only a later destruction of the C sub-lattice.[55]

Furthermore, LE-μSR is only sensitive to carbon vacancy concen-
trations >1 × 1017 cm−3, where ≈30% paramagnetic fraction is
still observed. In contrast to SiC-A, the Mu0 signal disappears
in the SiC layer of the SiC-B sample. This can be explained by
the interaction with free charge carriers present in SiC near the

Adv. Mater. Interfaces 2023, 10, 2300209 2300209 (6 of 10) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Materials Interfaces published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 4. a) Analysis of the diamagnetic fraction FD measured in SiC-D, as function of muon implantation energy at 10 and 260 K with an externally
applied magnetic field of 10 mT. b) Depth variation of FD obtained by fitting the corresponding muon implantation energy dependence. The width of the
colored lines indicates the standard deviation of the fit parameters.

interface, after thermal oxidation. The increase of FD is hardly
observable at 10 mT, which suggests that there is a neutral Mu0

precursor state that quickly dephases.[24] At 0.5 mT, due to the
smaller precession frequencies of the muon spin in Mu0 com-
pared to 10 mT, the contribution of either electron or hole capture
by Mu0 to form Mu− or μ+, respectively, can be observed. With LE-
μSR, a hole carrier concentration of 1 × 1017 cm−3 is required to
observe an increase of FD due to μ+ by hole capture. This concen-
tration is higher than expected for the n-type SiC even in the case
of upward band-bending caused by thermal oxidation.[56] There-
fore, we attribute the increase of FD at 260 K to the presence of
electrons from the interface trap states.

The high value of FD ≈55% at 10 K in a 30-nm-wide region
inside the semiconductor in highly-doped, C-face SiC (SiC-C and
SiC-D) hints toward an electron-rich region near the interface.
The graphene layer grown during oxidization at the interface of
C-face SiC has been reported to be n-type.[57] The doping is pro-
posed to originate from three different mechanisms, which at
times coexist: electron transfer from interface states (Si and C
dangling bonds) to the graphene layer, polarization induced by
the hexagonal geometry of the 4H-SiC substrate, and the effect
of a space-charge region in doped SiC. Additionally, electron ex-
change with the bulk is also compatible with the C-face SiC sub-
strate doping concentration of 1 × 1019 cm−3.[58,59] At a distance
beyond 30 nm from the interface, FD drops to ≈25%. This dia-
magnetic fraction in the “bulk” of the SiC originates from the cap-
ture of the majority charge carriers (electrons) by Mu0. Recently,
we measured SiC with various n- and p-doping levels up to 1 ×
1018 cm−3 with LE-μSR, and we observed a fraction of FD ≈25%
corresponding to an electron concentration of ≈5 × 1017 cm−3.[60]

This is much smaller than the bulk doping level of 1 × 1019 cm−3,
since at 10 K, only a small fraction of donors is ionized. The in-
crease of FD - due to Mu− formation - to ≈55 K closer to the in-
terface would then mean that there is a high effective electron
density in the 30 nm-wide region of C-face SiC. Considering the
previously discussed defect formation mechanisms during ther-
mal oxidation, we attribute the change in carrier concentration
to the negatively charged graphene-like layer near the interface
of the oxidized C-face.

In SiC-C and SiC-D, conversion of FMu to FD is visible in the
semiconductor at 260 K (Figures 3i and 4b), as the thermal ion-

ization of nitrogen donors takes place at T > 75 K, where the
availability of free electrons from the ionized donors promote the
formation of Mu− from Mu0 precursor states. Thus, at 260 K the
n-type, C-rich region where FD is enhanced is no longer distin-
guishable due to the high concentration of free electrons. This en-
hanced Mu− formation at 260 K is the cause for the higher value
of FD ≈70% deep (>40 nm) inside the semiconductor, compared
to ≈25% at 10 K.

3. Conclusion

We set out to investigate the different oxide growth processes
on Si and SiC, and their effects on the oxide-semiconductor in-
terface, using depth-resolved LE-μSR. The muon’s sensitivity to
defects allowed for a clear distinction between the PECVD SiO2
and thermally grown SiO2, due to the higher structural order of
the latter. In the samples with PECVD-SiO2 an abrupt transition
from the oxide to the semiconductor is observed, whereas sam-
ples with thermally grown SiO2 exhibit a near-interface region
with enhanced defect density. Effects of the thermal oxidation
could be probed with nanometer resolution, and the extension
of the defective region on the oxide and semiconductor side was
quantified. On the oxide side a 15 to 30 nm wide defective re-
gion was observed, owing to a combination of factors such as in-
terface defects, near-interface oxide traps, and oxidation-induced
stress. In the case of Si, removing the thermal oxide was shown to
also remove the defective layer. In SiC, the near-interface defect
layer depends on the polarity of the oxidized face. The changes
observed near the interface of the Si- and C-face SiC samples de-
pend on the corresponding bulk carrier concentration and the
overall oxidation process, and can be accounted for due to the
sensitivity of the muons to the charge carrier concentration. On
the Si-face, electron depletion is observed. On the C-face, a C-rich
30 nm defective layer is detected due to its donor behavior, and
is still visible after etching the thermal oxide and deposition of
PECVD-SiO2.

These results demonstrate the capability of LE-μSR to deliver
information about structural and electronic properties of oxide-
semiconductor interfaces with hitherto inaccessible sensitivity
and depth resolution. Moreover, the depth-dependent analysis
and findings presented serve as a baseline for follow-up LE-μSR
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Figure 5. a) Mu0 asymmetry spectrum in a low-doped 4H-SiC epitaxial layer in an applied field of 0.6 mT. b) Power Fourier spectrum of (a). c) Mu0

precession frequencies 𝜈1(2) = 𝜔1(2)/2𝜋 as a function of applied field. Δ𝜈 = 𝜈2 − 𝜈1 does not change in this field range, which means that 𝜈a = Δ𝜈 ≪

𝜈iso.

studies on the effect of state-of-the-art processing steps required
to improve the interface. A good understanding of interface prop-
erties is critical for device operation, and the information pro-
vided by LE-μSR can, in turn, advance the development of reliable
SiC power devices.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: For this experiment, (100) silicon with a nitrogen

donor concentration of ND = 5 × 1016 cm−3 as well as (0001) Si-face 4H-
SiC (ND = 8 × 1015 cm−3) and (0001) C-face 4H-SiC (ND ≈1 × 1019 cm−3)
were used. All samples were cut into sizes of 25 mm × 25 mm and wet-
chemically cleaned using full RCA process prior to oxidation. The oxide
was either thermally grown at 1050 °C in O2 ambient or deposited at 300
°C in a PECVD chamber. No post-oxidation annealing or other processes
for improving the oxide quality were performed for any of the samples. The
final oxide thicknesses were confirmed by profilometer and reflectometer
measurements. Two samples, Si-C and SiC-D, were first thermally oxidized
before the SiO2 was removed again by dipping the sample in hydrofluoric
acid (HF) and another SiO2 layer was deposited on the samples. As the
oxide growth rate at 1050 °C was very low on the (0001) Si-face of 4H-
SiC, only a 30 nm-thick oxide was thermally grown on sample SiC-B and
another SiO2 layer of 70 nm was deposited on top.

Density Measurements: Additional X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measure-
ments were used for the estimation of oxide densities: for thermally grown
oxides, a density of 𝜌SiO2, ther = 2.2 g cm−3 was extracted, whereas the de-
posited oxide had a slightly smaller density of 𝜌SiO2, dep = 2.1 g cm−3.

Electrical Characterization: Capacitance–voltage (C–V) and current–
voltage (I–V) measurements of the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) ca-
pacitors fabricated on the Si-A, Si-B, SiC-A, and SiC-B samples were per-
formed. Circular 200 nm Al contacts with a diameter of 400 μm were de-
posited on top of the oxide to create the MOS structure. The goal of the
electrical characterization was to relate its microscopic analysis with LE-
μSR to macroscopic device properties. The density of interface states (Dit)
were determined from the capacitance and conductance curves obtained
at 1MHz.[61] The Dit shown in Tables 1 and 2 was extracted at EC-0.1eV.

μSR Measurements: The LE-μSR experiments were performed at the
low-energy muon facility (LEM) located at the μE4 beamline[62] of the
Swiss Muon Source (SμS, Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland).
The samples were glued with conductive silver paint onto a Ni-coated alu-
minum sample plate mounted on a cold-finger cryostat. The muon im-
plantation energy ranged from 4 to 20 keV, probing the first 150 to 190 nm
of the SiC and Si samples, respectively. The energy dependent measure-
ments were carried out at temperatures of 10 and 260 K, with transverse
magnetic fields of 0.5 and 10 mT applied parallel to the beam axis. At a

magnetic field of 10 mT only the diamagnetic signal could be resolved due
to the frequency detection limit of 50 MHz of the instrument. Additionally,
at 0.5 mT the precession signal of Mu0 was detected, where only about
50% of the total polarization was visible.[11] For 10 mT measurements
three million low-energy muon events were recorded, and eight million
events for 0.5 mT measurements.

The μSR asymmetry spectra were analyzed using the software
musrfit.[63] At a field of 10 mT, where in this case only the diamagnetic
signal with asymmetry AD was observable, an exponentially-damped co-
sine function at the Larmor frequency 𝜔μ of the muon was used to fit the
data

A(t) = AD ⋅ exp(−𝜆D ⋅ t) ⋅ cos(𝜔𝜇t + 𝜙D) (1)

where 𝜆D is the depolarization rate of the diamagnetic state, and ϕ is the
phase of the precession signal in a specific positron detector. At 0.5 mT, a
second component becomes visible, which is the precession of the para-
magnetic Mu0 state with asymmetry AMu:

A(t) = AD ⋅ exp(−𝜆D ⋅ t) ⋅ cos(𝜔t + 𝜙D) (2)

+AMu ⋅ exp(−𝜆Mu ⋅ t) ⋅ cos(𝜔Mut + 𝜙Mu)

where 𝜆Mu is the exponential depolarization rate of Mu0, and 𝜔Mu is the
muon spin precession frequency in the Mu0 triplet state.[11] The phases
ϕD and ϕMu of the diamagnetic and paramagnetic LE-μSR signals were
determined by the position of a specific positron detector with respect to
the initial muon spin direction.

In 4H-SiC, the Mu0 precession frequency splits into two lines due to
a so far unreported weak anisotropy of the hyperfine coupling of 𝜈a ≈

1.7 MHz on top of the isotropic part with a much larger coupling 𝜈iso of
about 3000MHz:

A(t) = AD ⋅ exp(−𝜆D ⋅ t) ⋅ cos(𝜔t + 𝜙D)

+AMu ⋅ exp(−𝜆Mu ⋅ t) ⋅ [cos(𝜔1t + 𝜙Mu) + cos(𝜔2t + 𝜙Mu)] (3)

where 𝜔1 = 𝜔Mu − 2𝜋𝜈a/2, and 𝜔2 = 𝜔Mu + 2𝜋𝜈a/2, see Figure 5. The
isotropic coupling 𝜈iso had been determined in Ref. [64], where the authors
indicated the presence of a presumably small anisotropic component in
the hyperfine coupling. In the analysis of this data, the splitting of the Mu0

lines in 4H-SiC allowed distinguishing the fractions of muonium forming
in the oxide and in SiC.

μSR Fitting Procedure: The method implemented by Simões et al.
takes advantage of the nanometer depth-resolution of the LE-μSR tech-
nique to infer the depth variation of the parameters from the experimen-
tally measured energy dependence.[65] In this study, the depth dependence
of the diamagnetic fraction was obtained using the correlation of the muon
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implantation energy and its stopping depth, the stopping probability P(x,
E), calculated via the Monte Carlo simulation TRIMSP[28,29] for all the sam-
ples. P(x, E) is the probability per unit length that a muon implanted with
energy E stops in the material at a depth x, as shown for different samples
in Figure 1.

The fraction FD of muons with a final diamagnetic state depended on
the material, and had distinct characteristic values for the oxide and the
semiconductor. Thus, this study assume a step-like function to be a good
approximation of the FD variation within the structure.[17,66]
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